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Dog Days of
Summer
Ah, the hot dog. The quintessential symbol of the cookout, family
gatherings, and, of course, summer. Ever wonder how a tube of
meat (now available as vegan/vegetarian) got to be called the
same thing as a four legged critter? Read on for some facts and
fun from the National Hot Dog and Sausage Council (reprinted
with permission).

Daschunds, Dog Wagons, and Other Important
Elements of Hot Dog History
Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany, is traditionally credited with
originating the frankfurter. However, this claim is disputed by
those who assert that the popular sausage - known as a
"dachshund" or "little-dog" sausage - was created in the late
1600's by Johann Georghehner, a butcher, living in Coburg,
Germany. According to this report, Georghehner later traveled to
Frankfurt to promote his new product.
In 1987, the city of Frankfurt celebrated the 500th birthday of
the hot dog in that city.
It's said that the frankfurter was developed there in 1487, five
years before Christopher Columbus set sail for the new world. The
people of Vienna (Wien), Austria, point to the term "wiener" to
prove their claim as the birthplace of the hot dog. As it turns out, it
is likely that the North American hot dog comes from a
widespread common European sausage brought here by butchers
of several nationalities. Also in doubt is who first served the
dachshund sausage with a roll. One report says a German
immigrant sold them, along with milk rolls and sauerkraut, from a
push cart in New York City's Bowery during the 1860's. In 1871,
Charles Feltman, a German baker opened up the first Coney
Island hot dog stand selling 3,684 dachshund sausages in a milk
roll during his first year in business.
The year 1893 was an important date in hot dog history.
In Chicago that year, the Colombian Exposition brought hordes of
visitors who consumed large quantities of sausages sold by

vendors. People liked this food that was easy to eat, convenient
and inexpensive. Hot dog historian Bruce Kraig, Ph.D., retired
professor emeritus at Roosevelt University, says the Germans
always ate the dachshund sausages with bread. Since the
sausage culture is German, it is likely that Germans introduced
the practice of eating the dachshund sausages, which we today
know as the hot dog, nestled in a bun.
Standard fare at baseball parks.
Also in 1893, sausages became the standard fare at baseball
parks. This tradition is believed to have been started by a St.
Louis bar owner, Chris Von de Ahe, a German immigrant who
also owned the St. Louis Browns major league baseball team.
Inventing the hot dog bun.
Many hot dog historians chafe at the suggestion that today's hot
dog on a bun was introduced during the St. Louis "Louisiana
Purchase Exposition" in 1904 by Bavarian concessionaire, Anton
Feuchtwanger. As the story goes, he loaned white gloves to his
patrons to hold his piping hot sausages. Because most of the
gloves were not returned, the supply began running low. He
reportedly asked his brother-in-law, a baker, for help. The
baker improvised long soft rolls that fit the meat - thus inventing
the hot dog bun.
Kraig can’t quite swallow that tale and says everyone wants to
claim the hot dog bun as their own invention, but the most likely
scenario is the practice was handed down by German
immigrants and gradually became widespread in American
culture.
How term "hot dog" came about.
Another story that riles serious hot dog historians is how term
"hot dog" came about. Some say the word was coined in 1901
at the New York Polo Grounds on a cold April day. Vendors
were hawking hot dogs from portable hot water tanks shouting
"They're red hot! Get your dachshund sausages while they're
red hot!" A New York Journal sports cartoonist, Tad Dorgan,
observed the scene and hastily drew a cartoon of barking
dachshund sausages nestled warmly in rolls. Not sure how to
spell "dachshund" he simply wrote "hot dog!" The cartoon is said
to have been a sensation, thus coining the term "hot dog."
(Continued on page 4)
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Mine. Yours. Ours:
Owner News You Can Use

What do you talk up about the store?
FW is incredibly fortunate to have such an amazing
ONE STOP Shopping Source, Conveniently Located
Near Downtown FW for such a Wide Variety of Very
Competitively Priced, Natural Healthy Organic
Produce and Groceries, Health and Wellness
Products and So Much MORE, with a Super-Positive,

Current Co-op Membership
Total Owner Households-2239
Total Fully Invested Households-962
Current Active Households-892

1612 Sherman Blvd.
Fort Wayne, IN 46808
(260)424-8812
www.3riversfood.coop

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

What do you like most about Fort Wayne?
Fort Wayne is just a great place to live and is getting
better all the time. I love all the wonderful
restaurants, The Tin Caps, The Embassy, The Zoo, The
Clyde Club Room, The Parks, The People... and, of
course... the 3 River's Co-op!

What drew you to become part of the co-op?
Have shopped at the co-op since my college days
when the co-op was in it's first location on Broadway
and finally became a member while I was raising my
nine children and regularly shopping at the co-op to
find the wide range of things I needed to keep my
family happy and healthy.

Three Rivers Co-op
Natural Grocery & Deli

General Manager
Janelle Young
Front End/Marketing Mgr
Heather Grady

Where did you grow up?
Born and Raised in FW. Lived in Bloomington, IN;
Nacogdoches, TX; Las Cruces, NM and Salt Lake City,
UT (all places where I went to college on the National
Student Exchange Program) and have lived in FW
ever since.

When you have a spare hour, what do you do with
your time?
My Farm... where I raise my own Longhorn/Black
Angus Beef, Heritage Kune Kune and American
Guinea Pork, Heritage Turkeys, Quail, Rabbits, Lots
of Chickens, Eggs Galore, Over 100 Fruit Trees/All
Kinds, 20 or so Bee Hives/Honey, and lots of veggies,
berries and flowers... all pasture-raised, freeranged, non-GMO, organic... with Lots of Big Bonfires
and Hayrides Too!
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Friendly, and Knowledgeable Staff
ALWAYS Glad To Be Of Service!
What co-op product can’t you live
without?
One of my MANY favorite items that I
buy regularly at the Co-op (something I
enjoy with my breakfast almost every
day) is the Pocono Cream of Buckwheat
Organic Hot Cereal that goes great with
my farm fresh free-ranged eggs and
Kune Kune Bacon!
What interesting or surprising thing
have you learned about the co-op
since being on the board?
Something I have come to realize and
deeply appreciate since being on the coop board over the past 9 years is what
an INCREDIBLE General Manager we
have in JANELLE YOUNG. Our co-op is
all that it is and continues to excel is all
areas due to Janelle's unbelievably hard
work, extreme dedication to excellence,
and her awesome leadership, knowledge
and experience!!
One more thing.
Anyone who is not already a memberowner-regular shopper at the co-op is
missing out on one of the very best things
FW has to offer. Anyone who already
is... definitely needs to tell all their
friends, neighbors, and co-workers about
everything they are missing out on!

James currently serves as the Board
Secretary. He has been serving on
New Households-17 (6-1-6/29)
the board since 2014. His current
*These numbers include Active & Inactive Owners term ends in 2022.

President
Scott Kammerer
Vice President
Daniel Whiteley
Secretary
James Ringswald
Directors
Carla Bauman
Arwen Kimmell
Ketu Oladuwa
Kimberly Seiss
Amy Vanover
James Young
Owners may contact the
board thru email:
board@3riversfood.coop

Want more? Owners can
sign up for our owner
only newsletter to get
unadvertised specials,
deli menus, fliers, and
info about events. Nonowner shoppers can
receive a monthly
newsletter as well.
Send an email to
news@3riversfood.coop or
visit our webpage at
www.3riversfood.coop/
newsletter/
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Guide to Bug
Repellants
Sources: National Co-op Grocers and
Environmental Working Group
Summer is here, which means it’s also mosquito
and tick season. As all 50 states reopen, more
Americans are spending time outdoors and will
need protection from bug bites.
Most of us have heard of some of the more
common insect-borne illnesses, such as West Nile
disease, Lyme disease and the Zika virus.
Fortunately, many of these diseases can be
prevented with bug repellent.
How do you choose the right product?
Remember, not all bug repellents are effective
against all disease-transmitting insects, so it’s
imperative to select one that will have the most
impact based on where you are or where you’re
traveling.
No matter where you live, you'll undoubtedly
face bugs at some point during the year. What's
your best defense against bug bites? It turns out
that not all chemicals in insect repellant are
created equal.
It’s important to be mindful of what we’re
slathering on our skin. This protective sheath is
the largest organ of the body and readily
absorbs what it’s exposed to. We all want
protection against critters but when you consider
the long-term implications of exposure to the
chemical cocktails often found in bug repellants,
you may want to explore your options.
The most commonly used chemical in insect
repellents is DEET. While effective, high levels of
exposure have been linked to negative health
effects. Fortunately, we have safer options for
keeping bugs at bay. Some botanical oils and
extracts have been shown to be as effective as
DEET in areas where insect-borne illnesses are
not an issue. Cinnamon oil, Neem, from the Indian
tree Azadirachta indica, and geraniol, a plantderived compound, all provide significant
protection. Other powerful protectors include
citronella, peppermint oil, and lemongrass oil.
If you would need something stronger for
maximum repellant, Environmental Working
Group chose the following 3 ingredients as their
top picks: Picaridin, DEET (at less than 30%), and
IR3535 (at 20%). These repellents offer a high
level of protection from a variety of biting
insects and ticks, have good safety profiles, and
are registered with the EPA, so they must
provide data on both efficacy and toxicity.
Whatever the season, the best way to prevent
bug-borne diseases is by avoiding bites. Here
are more tips for warding off mosquitos, ticks

The oo-op carries a variety of natural options for repelling bugs and for dealing with
bites if they happen!

and other bugs:
 Cover up with pants, socks and long sleeves, especially when venturing into
high grass or thick brush likely to be infested by bugs. Check thoroughly for
ticks after returning indoors and remove ticks properly.
 Use nets, fans or both over outdoor eating areas, and nets over strollers and
baby carriers.
 Read labels to make sure you’re using repellents correctly and maximize
protection from bugs.
 Choose a concentration rated for the time when you’ll be outdoors, but not
longer.
 Use products with the lowest effective concentration of repellent chemicals,
particularly on children.
 Use insect repellents in lotion, pump or towelette form and wash your hands
after applying. Try repellents on a small patch of exposed skin before you
slather it all over.
 Avoid aerosol sprays in pressurized containers. You’ll inhale chemicals, and
you could get repellent in your eyes.
 Don’t use insect repellent mixed with sunscreen. If you reapply the sunscreen
every two hours as advised, you will overexpose yourself to the active
ingredients in the repellent.
 Remember to wash clothing and repellent-coated skin when you get back
indoors.

DIY Bug Repellant
Ingredients
Base oil concentrate*
1/8 oz Citronella oil (72 drops)
36 drops Lavender Oil
18 drops Lemon Eucalyptus Oil
18 drops Tea Tree Oil
18 drops Jojoba Oil
*Do not use this blend undiluted on your
skin. Follow these instructions for
diluting:

Insect repellent oil
Add 4 ounces of jojoba or almond oil
to the base oil mixture and blend
thoroughly.
Insect repellent spray
Add 4 ounces of vodka to the base oil
mixture, pour into a spray bottle, and
shake before using.
© adapted from and courtesy of
herbalist Debra Nuzzi-St. Claire
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However, historians have been unable to find this cartoon,
despite Dorgan's enormous body of work and his popularity.
Kraig, and other culinary historians, point to college magazines
where the word "hot dog" began appearing in the 1890s. The
term was current at Yale in the fall of 1894, when "dog
wagons" sold hot dogs at the dorms. The name was a sarcastic
comment on the provenance of the meat. References to
dachshund sausages and ultimately hot dogs can be traced to
German immigrants in the 1800s. These immigrants brought not
only sausages to America, but dachshund dogs. The name most
likely began as a joke about the Germans' small, long, thin
dogs. In fact, even Germans called the frankfurter a "little-dog"
or "dachshund" sausage, thus linking the word "dog" to their
popular concoction.

TROPICAL HOT DOGS
Grilled pineapple and wasabi mayo add a tropical flair to these
flavorful hot dogs. Choose plant-based hot dogs and vegan
mayo for a vegan version.
Ingredients
¼ c Mayonnaise
½ tsp Powdered Wasabi
1 tsp Soy Sauce
¼ medium Pineapple
1 teaspoon Oil, plus oil for the grill
4 Hot Dogs of your choosing
4 Whole-Wheat Hot Dog Buns
¼ c Red Onions, sliced
¼ c Cilantro, chopped
Sriracha to taste (optional)
Preparation
Heat the grill to high. In a small bowl, combine the
mayonnaise, wasabi and soy sauce, and stir to mix well. Set
aside.
Stand the whole pineapple on its base on a cutting board.
Using a sharp knife, cut the skin from the pineapple and
discard. Cut off the base and the top, leaving a cylinder of
pineapple. Place the cylinder upright again and slice
downward along the core, to cut away the flesh in large
pieces. Place one of these pieces core side down and slice in
1/2-inch thick vertical slices. Reserve the remaining pineapple
for another use (or grill for another use).
Place the pineapple slices in a large bowl and drizzle with oil.
Use tongs and paper towels to rub vegetable oil on the grate.
Place the pineapple slices on the oiled grate and grill for
about 2 minutes, just until the slices are marked. Turn and grill
for another minute. Put back in the bowl and let cool, then cut
the pineapple slices into 1-inch pieces.
Reduce the heat to medium and grill the hot dogs, turning
every couple of minutes, until marked and cooked through,
about 8 minutes. Spread buns with the mayonnaise mixture
and place a hot dog in each one. Top with pineapple and
serve with red onion, cilantro and Sriracha sauce if desired.
© Reprinted with permission, Co-op
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Hot Dog Dos & Don’ts

Don't...
Put hot dog toppings between the hot dog and the
bun. Always "dress the dog," not the bun.
Condiments should be applied in the following order:
wet condiments like mustard and chili are applied
first, followed by chunky condiments like relish, onions
and sauerkraut, followed by shredded cheese, followed by spices, like celery salt or pepper.
Do...
Serve sesame seed, poppy seed and plain buns with
hot dogs. Sun-dried tomato buns or basil buns are
considered gauche with franks.
Don't...
Use a cloth napkin to wipe your mouth when eating a
hot dog. Paper is always preferable.
Do...
Eat hot dogs on buns with your hands. Utensils should
not touch hot dogs on buns.
Do...
Use paper plates to serve hot dogs. Every day dishes are acceptable; china is a no-no.
Don't...
Take more than five bites to finish a hot dog. For
foot-long wiener, seven bites are acceptable.
Don't...
Leave bits of bun on your plate. Eat it all.
Don't...
Fresh herbs on the same plate with hot dogs over-do
the presentation
Don't...
Use ketchup on your hot dog after the age of 18.
Mustard, relish, onions, cheese and chili are acceptable.
Do...
Condiments remaining on the fingers after eating a
hot dog should be licked away, not washed.
Do...
Use multi-colored toothpicks to serve cocktail wieners.
Cocktail forks are in poor taste.
Don't...
Send a thank you note following a hot dog barbecue. It would not be in keeping with the unpretentious
nature of hot dogs.
Don't...
Bring wine to a hot dog barbecue. Beer, soda, lemonade and iced tea are preferable.
Don't...
Ever think there is a wrong time to serve hot dogs.
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Spicy Radish & Carrot Ferment

Organized by Northeast Indiana Local Food Network
(NILFN), Local Food Week will be held from Friday, July
29 through Sunday, August 7. Local Food Week offers
both families and foodies the opportunity to connect with
the local food and farms they love. Farm tours offer the
chance to visit working urban and rural farms so families
can teach their children where food comes from, and
learn from our local farmers how they grow and produce
local food.
Last year during 2021 Local Food Week, 22 different
farms and local food businesses all across Northeast
Indiana hosted over 500 participants for tours and events
to connect our community to local food from Our Land to
Our Tables.
This year, 2022 Local Food Week is being celebrated
earlier in the summer growing season, so families across
our region can attend more Farm Tours and Meet Your
Farmer events while they explore local farms and enjoy
their summer bounty. Look for tours at some of the
growers or producers who provide for the co-op: Berry
Hill Farm, BroxonBerry, Josh’s Jungle, True Kimchi, and
Windrose.
In 2022, NILFN is working with farm tour partners to
offer food & farming educational activities during Local
Food Week. In partnership with Parkview Health and the
Northeast Indiana Farm to School Team, there will be
educational programs to enhance the farm tour
experiences.
The Local Food Week Tour Book will be available via the
NIFLN (www.neifood.org)) website and in print again this
year. The printed booklet will be available at several
locations around town including right here at 3 Rivers
Natural Grocery.

Bright red radishes and orange carrots make this a beautiful
counterpoint to just about any meal. Radishes are already a little
zippy, so adjust the chili flakes to your tastes. If you want a hotter
result, double the red pepper flakes. Use as a topper for a salad
or noodle bowl.
Ingredients
1 lb Radishes (about 2 bunches)
8 oz Carrots, about 2 large
1 T Kosher Salt
2 T Fish Sauce, or Tamari
1 T Gochugaru (Korean chili flakes)*
1 T Fresh Ginger, finely chopped
2 cloves Garlic, chopped
½ tsp Sugar
Preparation
Put the radishes in a large bowl and cover with cold water,
swish around to remove the dirt. Remove the greens from the
radishes, and if in good shape, reserve for another use. Trim the
radishes, leaving some stem attached, and use a paring knife to
remove any dirt or grit around the stem.
Quarter the radishes vertically and put in a large bowl. Peel the
carrots, slice on a diagonal, then slice the slices into strips. Put in
a medium bowl. Sprinkle evenly with kosher salt and mix well,
massaging to work the salt into the vegetables. Let the radishes
stand for 30 minutes, and the carrots for an hour or so, test by
rinsing a piece of each and tasting.
The radishes will be softened but still have some snap. Put the
veggies in a colander and rinse them to get rid of a little salt. In
a cup, stir the fish sauce, red pepper flakes, ginger, garlic and
sugar. Transfer the drained radishes and carrots to a large
bowl and pour the fish sauce mixture over them. Mix well and
transfer to a glass jar or storage container and cover. Let stand
at room temperature for 24 hours, then refrigerate and serve
for up to a week.
© Reprinted with permission, Robin Asbell, Grocery.coop
*What is gochugaru? Gochugaru is a coarsely ground Korean
chili powder similar to crushed red pepper flakes in texture,
traditionally made from sun-dried peppers without the seeds.
While the co-op does not sell gochugaru we do have a suitable
substitute in paste form—gochujang. Caynenne pepper flakes may
also be substituted (although spicier). Both substitutions will not
produce the same flavor but will be similar if needed.

GETTING STARTED WITH FERMENTING
with Joe Gady of Farming for Life
Saturday, July 30, 11-12:30
in the One World Café

Joe Gady of Farming for Life in Rochester, Indiana will
introduce us to the world of fermentation: what it is, why
consuming fermented foods is beneficial, and how the
process happens for Farming for Life. Joe makes fermenting
understandable to all and will talk about how to ferment at
home without many supplies. Resource sharing and sample
tasting of Farming for Life drinks and foods are included at
no cost to attendees!
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What Are Tru Earth Laundry Eco-Strips?
Tru Earth Eco-Strips are the smarter way to clean laundry.
Each laundry strip packs ultra-concentrated, hypoallergenic, ecofriendly cleaning power into a tiny, pre-measured strip of liquidless
laundry detergent that you just toss in the wash. Its low-sudsing formula works in all types of washing machines, including highefficiency (HE).
The smart hypoallergenic laundry detergent formulation effectively
seeks out and dislodges dirt molecules and stains, keeping them in
suspension until they are rinsed away. It makes your laundry washing chore easier, healthier, more economical, and much kinder to our
planet.
Clean, green, and simple!
The laundry detergent you use, should be as sensitive to your skin as
it is to the environment. Tru Earth Eco-strips are hypoallergenic and
paraben free.
Tru Earth Certifications
Paraben-free. Phosphate-free, Free of added dyes, Free of chlorine
bleach
Free of 1,4-dioxane, as certified by independent laboratory tests
Readily biodegradable in accordance with OECD 310D
Hypoallergenic, certified by independent dermatologists
Vegan: no animal-based ingredients or testing on animals by us or
our ingredient suppliers
Manufactured in Canada

Tru Earth Eco-Strips Make Laundry
As Simple as 1,2,3...
1: Remove Strip

2: Place Strip In Washer

Enjoy Summer’s Hottest Deals

The hottest days of summer are here — and so are the co-op’s
hottest deals! During July and August, look for Co+op Deals
coupon pads on shelves throughout the store and enjoy savings
on over 50 brands worth more than $75. Get set for sunny
days with Alba Botanica sunscreen and refreshing beverages
from Chameleon Cold Brew or Tazo tea. Sauces and
marinades from Maya Kaimal and Carbone make meal prep
easy, so you can spend less time in the kitchen and more time
enjoying the great outdoors. Plus, find great deals on
essentials including Wallaby yogurt, Sweet Earth plant-based
proteins, Garden of Life collagen and Aura Cacia bath items.
For a preview of all July/August coupons valid through Aug.
31, 2022, visit our website at http://www.3riversfood.coop/
coopdeals/. Coupons are just one way the co-op helps you get
more for your money. Look for Co+op Deals sale items and
our wide selection of everyday low price Co+op Basics
products to save even more!
*Not all items in the PDF are available at our store.
*Co-op Basics items not eligible for the senior discount.

ALL PURPOSE CLEANING SPRAY
Multipurpose Cleaning Spray Keeping the house clean is one of
the biggest adulting challenges, especially when you want to
avoid chemical-filled cleaning products. This DIY all purpose
cleaner is up to the challenge- tackle your grimiest surfaces and
leave them smelling fresh and sparkling clean.
Ingredients
1c White Vinegar
1 c Distilled Water
30 drops Aura Cacia

3: Add Clothes

Lemon Essential Oil
30 drops Aura Cacia Tea
Tree Essential Oil
Spray Bottle

Preparation
1. Mix vinegar, water, and essential oils in a spray
bottle.
2. Use on surfaces in the kitchen, bathroom, or anywhere
else that needs a good clean.
© Aura Cacia / Frontier Co-op
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Have a product you’d like to pose
with? Perhaps the roving reporter
will find you and snap your pick!
Long-time shopper Sharon and sister Bev were frequent visitors for
sandwiches, coffee, and conversation in the café before a stroll through the
store for groceries several times a week. She had gotten well acquainted with
several of our staffers over the years including cashier, April, and bulk/
grocery stocker, Jeffrey. She made one last visit to spend her owner
postcard on essentials she will miss and snacks for the long road trip with
daughter and son-in-law to the new tiny house they built for her in Oklahoma.
Some of Sharon’s favorites that made her last cart were Tasty Bite
Coconut Vegetables (hot!), Sanders Vegan Salted
Caramels, and one last #9 (Veggie Wrap on Sami’s Bread) and
Brewed Decaf Coffee (the best in town!). Safe travels and happy
trails to Sharon—your co-op family will miss you!

Best friends Elise and Evelyn were having
a day of treats when they discovered these
matching stuffed peacocks in our new
barrel of stuffed animals. (In addition to these
stuffed treats they also had Rubicon Cupcakes
and some cookies! Yum!) These new additions to
our lineup of stuffies are from Wild Republic.
Each is filled with 100% recycled bottles! These
larger sized animals include a sloth, snow
leopard, giraffe, goat, rabbit, lamb, and one
last peacock. We also have a smaller size
stuffed animal made using certified recycled
plastic from Smols. While many of these
animals have found their way to permanent
homes we do still have a few elephants, cats,
rabbits, polar bears, and a bunny. Perfect for
kids young in age or young at heart!

Cycle A Sales:
June 29-July 12

Cycle B Sales:
July 13-August 2
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This Just In!
Local produce is in full swing! Watch for new weekly arrivals
from growers Berry Hill, BroxonBerry, Son Light Farm, and
Joyfield Farm. We currently have local zucchini, cucumber,
parsley, a variety of lettuces, bok choy, microgreens, and more.
We even had local celery from BroxonBerry! Look for tomatoes,
beans, and peppers coming soon! It’s so fun to see all the fresh
fruits and vegetables picked just a few hours ago getting right
onto the sales floor for all of you!
We’ve stocked up on some impulse treats like new Chocolove
bitesize chocolate cups (milk and almond butter; salted caramel).
Find these along with two new Ripvan Walfels stroopwaffel
flavors (cookies & cream and snickerdoodle), Sahale snack size
nut mixes including vanilla cashew tangerine, and the Bobo
protein bars in banana peanut butter, almond butter, and
peanut butter chocolate chip in the case near the ice creams.
Look for new ice creams and pops along with new burger and
hot dog bun possibilities in the freezer.
In Wellness the bug repellant and sunscreen are stocked up for
the season and ready for your adventuring!
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